EPS Phase 4 Quick Reference Guide - England only
The EPS Phase 4 pilot is due to start towards the end of 2018. A selected batch of
practices will be contacted, and the functionality enabled. Once NHS Digital give
approval for full rollout, all practices will be informed and enabled.
Once EPS Phase 4 is enabled, prescriptions are processed electronically for all patients
regardless of whether they have a pharmacy nomination. For patients without a
nominated pharmacy, a token is printed and they can take this to any pharmacy.
Patients with a nominated pharmacy do not by default have a prescription token printed,
and can simply present themselves at their nominated pharmacy where they can obtain
their items.

Issuing EPS 4 Acute Prescriptions
With EPS Phase 4 enabled the following conditions apply:


If the patient has a nominated pharmacy: No token or prescription prints,
the patient simply collects the prescription from the nominated pharmacy.



If the patient doesn’t have a nominated pharmacy: No prescription prints, a
printed token is produced and handed to the patient. The patient can
present this token at any pharmacy they choose.

The steps below provide an overview for prescribers for digitally signing prescriptions
after they have been issued from Consultation Manager. You have the option to sign now
or sign later See Prescription Manager and EPS
http://help.visionhealth.co.uk/DLM640/Consultation_Manager/index.htm#15128 for
more detailed information.

1. From Consultation Manager

, select the patient.

2. From the Therapy tab, add or issue the therapy as usual.
3. Press F9 to display Prescription Manager. Check the details in this screen:
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4. It is advised that you also check the type of prescription that has been generated:



Electronic signed electronic message. The message is the legal
entity.



Electronic +Token - If the patient requires a paper token or Repeat
Dispensed items. The message is the legal entity.



Dual - a single ETP message and dual signed script/token. Paper is
the legal entity.



Paper (signed script only, eg FP10) - this is the only icon you will
see if ETP is not enabled. Paper is the legal entity.

5. Press Finalise.
Note - Only prescribers are able to electronically sign prescriptions.
Admin staff can issue and finalise prescriptions but these are forwarded to
the allocated Prescriber To Sign and/or Assigned To clinician.
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6. The Apply Advanced Electronic Signature screen displays, review the patient
and drug details, then either:


Sign now - Enter your Smartcard passcode to sign the prescription now.



Sign Later - Tick Sign Later to not send the prescription now, this option
adds the prescription to the All Prescriptions screen where you can sign
and/or review your prescriptions in bulk at a later date.

7. Select OK to continue and send the prescription message to the Spine.
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Printing an Acute Prescription Phase 4 Token to a different printer
as a one off
There may be the odd occasion when you want to print the Acute Prescription token to a
different location, for example, back office, branch site. As a one-off you can change the
selected printer without updating the default printer:
1. Once you select to issue a script, Prescription Manager displays.
2. Select Setup

:

3. The Printer Profile Setup displays, select Edit:

4. The Edit Printer Profile screen displays:
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5. From Available Printers, select the printer required.
6. Select Save.
Note - You need to repeat the steps to change the printer back.

Bulk Signing - All Prescriptions View
Repeat prescriptions issued by admin are automatically sent to the All Prescription
View for bulk signing by the clinicians.
Clinicians check the prescriptions and sign selected. With Phase 4 EPS this results in
tokens being printed for non-nominated patients.
If you do not want EPS4 tokens printed in the consulting room, please contact the Vision
Helpdesk to change the default printer to the admin printer.

Routing Phase 4 tokens to branch sites
If a branch site printer is on the same network as the main site and visible, then you can
do a one-off print to this location or, set the default to the branch location. If this is not
currently available you should contact your IT Lead.
Alternatively, you could send all prescriptions to the signing queue and then log into
Vision at the branch site and sign and print tokens from there. This would be the
recommended solution in instances where sites do not share a network or where sites
are hosted.
Reminder - The Notes Kept at option in the Registration module is
used to identify patients registered at a different site.
A process needs to be agreed to establish how to identify branch patients when printing
as you need to know which prescriptions are printed off at which location.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What does a Phase 4 Token look like?

Do patients without a nomination get a token?
Yes, the token is presented to the pharmacy they choose to collect the prescription from.
This can then be scanned to pull down the script.
Are dual prescriptions available in phase 4?
Dual prescriptions are not available in Phase 4, the Dual prescription is equivalent to
Phase 3 Deployed Disabled which was the first introduction of EPS (prescribing involved
both electronic message and token, but the token was the legal document).
Are Private Prescriptions available via EPS
No, this isn’t supported by NHS digital as yet.
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How do I do a one-off non-nominated token?
From the prescription manager screen remove the tick from the Nomination box.
If you would like one prescription item to go to your nominated dispenser and one to go
non-nominated, then they must be issued on separate prescriptions, this is because
ticking or unticking Nomination applies to the whole script, not individual items.
To split the items, right click on the item to split and select Electronic and Token.
If a patient has a preferred pharmacy, is this used for Phase 4 nomination as
with Phase 3?
Preferred pharmacy is still used in Phase 4 and patients without a nomination may still
wish to use a Prescription Collection Service (PCS) or sites may have other uses for this
field. The Preferred pharmacy is printed on a Phase 4 non-nominated token and can be
used to sort tokens, for example, for patients using PCS.
Further Information
For further information on EPS Phase 4, please refer to the NHS Digital website here
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/electronic-prescription-service/the-future-of-theelectronic-prescription-service.
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